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A syntax directed editor is an editor oriented towards a particular language. This paper describes a general table-driven syntax directed editor and an algorithm for automatically generating a syntax directed editor for a language from a description of that language. Aside from the convenience of a syntax directed editor, it is also a very efficient parser. No syntactic error recovery is required since the editor does not permit the user to make syntactic errors. Some of the implications of syntax
directed editors for data structure manipulation and two dimensional languages are briefly discussed.
1. Introduction

Recently many programmers have discovered the power and convenience of a syntax-directed editor (also called a language-oriented editor or a structure-editor). A syntax-directed editor is specially designed for creating and modifying programs in one language. This is in contrast to a conventional editor, which treats a file as an amorphous sequence of lines or characters. Since a syntax directed editor is tailored to a specific language, it can be much "smarter", that is, it can incorporate knowledge of the structure of the language. For instance using an SDE (syntax-directed editor) it is simple to get from the then part of an if statement to the corresponding else part. This can be difficult with a conventional editor, since the else may be any distance from the then and there may be any number of other if statements (each with their own then) nested between. Other advantages and implications of SDEs will be discussed later.

SDEs are not a new invention. One of the earliest (1970) is the ECL "list structure editor" [2], which made use of the fact that EL1 programs were parsed on entry into a LISP-like list structure. Henceforth all editing was performed directly on this list structure. When a user wished to display a part of his program text, it was "unparsed" from lists back into EL1 source
text. More recent examples of SDEs include those in Smalltalk [13], the Cornell Program Synthesizer [10], Interlisp [11, 12], Gandalf [8], and others.

This paper describes an algorithm for automatically generating an SDE for a language from a description of that language. More precisely, it describes a language-independent algorithm that works with a straightforward encoding of the grammar to perform syntax-directed editing. Aside from the convenience of an SDE, we find that the SDE is a very efficient parser and that the grammar can be encoded with a minimum of effort. Hence we seem to have most of the advantages and few of the disadvantages of a conventional parser.

2. Example Session

So that the reader may better understand the operation of the system, we present in this section a short example of a session with an SDE. Suppose the following program has been entered into the system:

```plaintext
i := 1;
^ found := false;
while (i<=n) and not found do
  i := i+1;
if t = n then <stat> [else <stat>];
```
In this example, we wish to replace the statement $i:=i+1$ with

```
if key = List[i] then
    found := true
else i := i+1;
```

The cursor, $^\wedge$, indicates that $i:=1$ is the current node, or focus of attention, of the editor. By pressing the right and left arrow keys on the terminal ($\rightarrow$, $\leftarrow$) we can move forward or backward in any sequence. Therefore, by pressing $\rightarrow$ twice we can advance our position to the while loop:

```
i := 1;
found := false;
while (i<n) and not found do
  ^
  i := i+1;
if i=n then <stat> [else <stat>];
```

From this position we can treat the while statement as a whole. For instance, we could delete it, or move it elsewhere in the program. In this case however, we don't wish to treat the while as a whole; rather we want to change its do part. That is, we wish to deal with the substructure of the while. This is accomplished by pressing the down-arrow key ($\downarrow$), which positions us at the left most of the while's components. (Observe that the while has two components, '(i<n) and not found', and 'i:=i+1'.) The result is:
i := 1;
found := false;
while (i<n) and not found do
  i := i+1;
if i=n then <stat> [else <stat>];

Since we really want the second component of the while (i.e. its body, or do part), we hit the → key once.

i := 1;
found := false;
while (i<n) and not found do
  i := i+1;
    
if i=n then <stat> [else <stat>];

Since we wish to replace this statement, we will press the delete key (DEL) to remove it. The result is:

i := 1;
found := false;
while (i<n) and not found do
  <stat>
    
if i=n then <stat> [else <stat>];

Notice that in place of the deleted statement, '<stat>' has appeared. This indicates the syntactic category expected here,
namely a statement.

All of the commands executed so far are universal, i.e., they apply to a program in any language. The commands used to enter a particular statement (\texttt{if} in this case) are peculiar to the language and are indicated in the grammar. In this case we will assume the 'i' key indicates an if-statement. After pressing this key the display will show

\begin{verbatim}
  i := 1;
  found := false;
  while (i<n) and not found do
    if <exp> then <stat> [else <stat>];
    -
    if i=n then <stat> [else <stat>];
\end{verbatim}

Notice that the cursor has been positioned ready to enter the first component of the \texttt{if}, the condition. Since this is the only line of the display that will change for a while it is the only one that we will show. For the condition, we wish to test for equality, so we push the '=' key:

\begin{verbatim}
  if <exp> = <exp> then <stat> [else <stat>];
  -
\end{verbatim}

The first expression is a variable name. Since these are so common, they are produced by the space bar:

\begin{verbatim}
  if <chars> = <exp> then <stat> [else <stat>];
  -
\end{verbatim}
The '<chars>' indicates that we may enter any string of characters, terminated by a carriage return. We enter 'key', carriage-return:

if key = <exp> then <stat> [else <stat>];

Notice that the cursor has automatically advanced to the next free slot in the structure.

Next we type '[', indicating that a subscripted variable is requested:

if key = <id>[<exp>] then <stat> [else <stat>];

and the space-bar, 'List', carriage-return:

if key = List[<exp>] then <stat> [else <stat>];

and then space, 'i', CR (carriage-return):

if key = List[i] then <stat> [else <stat>];

Now, we wish to enter the assignment 'found := true'; assignment statements are requested by the 'a' key:
if key = List[i] then
<var> := <exp> [else <stat>];

We enter space, 'found', CR:

if key = List[i] then
found := <exp> [else <stat>];

Next is the 't' key, for 'true':

if key = List[i] then
found := true [else <stat>];

It should be obvious how this process continues. To completely enter the if statement requires the following keystrokes. ('_' indicates space-bar and '%' indicates carriage-return.)

i=_key%[_List%_i%a_found%ta_i%+_i%]%

It can be observed that the order of keystrokes has a prefix flavor about it. This is because this method of program entry is completely top-down — even to the expression level. It is quite natural, however, when adequate feedback is provided through the display. It is interesting to note that the above command sequence requires 37 key-strokes, while the usual method of typing this if statement requires 43 or more:
if_key=List[i], then_found:=true, else i:=i+1

Some other aspects of the interface should be discussed. It will be recalled that we deleted the statement 'i:=i+1' and then inserted the if statement. This required reentering 'i:=i+1'. While this is not important in this case, it could have been if this statement had been much larger. To avoid this, instead of deleting the node 'i:=i+1' we could have "grabbed" it with the "G" key. Grabbing a node deletes it from the program, but saves it where it can later be accessed by a "put" command ("P" key). Thus, instead of entering

   a_i%+_i%#l%

We would just enter 'P', a savings of 10 keystrokes even in this simple case. There is a wide repertoire of similar language-independent editing commands.

One final aspect of the human interface must be discussed: the display. It is intended that the user have all the information relevent to his editing task upon the screen. While Smalltalk-like windows [3, 11] may help him to view several regions at once, the finite spatial resources of the display require that detail be supressed when not needed. To do this, there are two constraints on the region of the program tree which is displayed. The display (or a window, in a multi-window system) represents the current focus of attention of the programmer. The programmer can focus the display on any node in the tree,
then only the subtree rooted at that point is seen on the screen. This focus may be anywhere from the root of the tree, which causes the entire tree to be displayed, to a single statement, or variable. The second parameter which controls the display is the depth limit. All structures of the program more deeply nested (from the focus node) than the depth limit are suppressed and shown as '...'. The intent is that the entire subtree rooted at the focus-node will fit on the screen. The programmer can alter both the focus and depth limit. These parameters can be visualized:

As an example, if we set the depth limit very low, and displayed our previous example, we would see:

```
i := 1;
found := false;
while ... and ... do
    if ... then ... else ...;
```
if ... then ... [else ...];

3. The System

To better understand the SDE it is necessary to understand the system in which it is embedded. This is diagramed in figure 1.

![Diagram of the System](image)

Figure 1. The System

We can see that the program-tree is the central data base through which all the tools interface. (There can, of course, be many programs in the data base.) The SDE's are used for constructing, modifying and displaying the program tree. The code generator (possibly several for various machines), interpreter, and debugger are used to execute the program tree. Using one universal format for the program tree accomplishes several things. By being machine independent, it allows multiple
compatible code generators for one language. This permits programs to be more easily transferred from one target machine to another. For instance, they can be debugged on a large machine and then transferred to a smaller machine. Secondly, by using one program tree format for several SDE's (and hence several languages) a limited facility for language translation is provided. For instance, a program might be entered through the Pascal SDE and displayed through the Ada SDE. Of course there are limits to this simple form of translation: It can only be done for programs in the semantic intersection of the two languages. Nevertheless, many language do have a great deal of their semantics in common, so it is possible to design a program tree format that accommodates many of them. This is discussed in more detail in the next section.

4. The Program Tree

The program tree is just a data structure which encodes as a tree the abstract form of a program. Several of the characteristics of the total system have encouraged a particular representation of this tree. Consider a node such as:

This represents an assignment statement, where the 'dest' branch leads to the destination, and the 'source' branch leads to the source, the nodes x and y in this case. This node is represented
as a tagged a-list, that is, a list of the form:

```
\text{asn} \quad (\text{dest}.x) \quad (\text{source}.y)
```

In LISP notation this is

```
(asn (dest.x) (source.y))
```

In general a tagged a-list has the following form:

```
(tag (atr1.val1) (atr2.val2) ...)
```

where \text{atri} is the name of the i-th attribute and \text{vali} is the value of the i-th attribute. The first element of the list is the \text{tag}, which tells us the sort of node we are dealing with. It can be thought of as a data type. If we delete the tag from a tagged a-list we are left with a conventional a-list, or association list [6]:

```
((atr1.val1) (atr2.val2) ...)
```

To find the value of i-th attribute, \text{atri}, in node \text{n}, we can use a function \text{assoc} which scans down the list looking for \text{atri}. Specifically:

```
assoc [atri, nl = (atri.vali)
```

Some LISP systems allow a-lists to be represented by hash tables to decrease lookup time. While this is not necessary for the small a-lists that occur in the program tree, it is desirable for
ome of the other uses of a-lists, discussed later.

There are several advantages to using tagged a-lists to represent the program tree. First of all, the offspring are stored in a position independent manner, which allows the offspring of the node to be created in any order. This is convenient for two reasons: First, use of an SDE permits one to reate the components of a structure in any order (although it is optimized for left to right entry). Second, it permits a flexible, open-ended structure for nodes. This is particularly important for an experimental system, in which all attributes needed in a node may not be known.

Some attributes may not necessarily correspond to program components. For instance, some languages may permit both leftward and rightward assignment operations:

\[ d \leftarrow s \quad \text{and} \quad s \rightarrow d \]

These will presumably be encoded as the same tagged a-list (TAL):

\[ (\text{asn} \ (\text{dest}.d) \ (\text{source}.s)) \]

However, when the user displays this node it will usually be best if it's seen as it was entered: either leftward or rightward. This problem is solved by adding an additional attribute, dir, that indicates the direction, e.g.

\[ d \leftarrow s \quad \Rightarrow \quad (\text{asn} \ (\text{dest}.d) \ (\text{source}.s) \ (\text{dir}.1)) \]
\( s \rightarrow d \) \( \rightarrow \) \((\text{asn (source.s) (dest.d) (dir.r)})\)

This can be used by the display routines to show the assignment properly. Any program to which the direction is irrelevant, such as the interpreter, will not query the 'dir' attribute and thus will be unaware that it's present. In this manner any amount of additional information can be added to nodes without interfering with programs that don't need that information. In addition to attributes like 'dir' this extra information might include implementation suggestions (provided by the programmer or an optimizer) or even documentation.

For editing and program entry purposes it is necessary to move about within the program tree. The four motions allowed are those provided by the four arrow keys (\( \rightarrow \leftarrow \uparrow \downarrow \)). The down arrow moves to the first offspring (in source order) of the current node; the right and left arrows move to the left and right siblings, respectively; and the up arrow moves to the parent of the current node. This last operation requires a method of obtaining the parent of a node. There are many ways of doing this; one of the most obvious is to have a 'parent' attribute in each node, that points to the parent. For example:
Due to the method used to address nodes (described in section 8), the method used in this system makes use of a 'self' attribute which gives the parent node and attribute of each node, i.e.,

```
(... (X::) ...)  
|                   
|                  (::x)  
|  \                  \ 
|   (::dest)       (::source)  
|     \         \       (::self)  
|      \       \   \ 
|       (::var (id::'v')(::self)) \  
|         \           \ 
|          \         \  
|           \       (...)  
```

There is another attribute that is found in almost all nodes: the 'syntax' attribute. This attribute refers to the rule in the grammar that generated that node; it is described further in section 7.

Since the program tree is a tree, it can be represented in a compact form as prefix bytes for storage in the file system. It is only converted to tagged a-lists for editing.

The one exception to this use of trees is the sharing of ids. This is required for language constructs such as ':+' (so written '+=:' and '+='). The meaning of 'v:+k' is 'v:=v+k'. The corresponding program tree must "logically" have two instances of 'v'. One way to do this is to actually have two instances of v, e.g.,

```
    id
  /   
dest  num
  /    
app  op
  /    
  id  num
    /  
   "v" val
  / 
"+" 
```
This creates problems in editing since it is possible to cause the tree to become inconsistent by altering one instance of v but not the other. This could result in a structure that couldn't be unparsed.

The alternative is to allow sharing in a specially restricted way: only object nodes are allowed to be shared. For instance, v:+k would be represented:

![Diagram]

Since there is only one copy of v, there is no consistency problem in editing. This does mean the program "tree" is no longer a tree and that it can no longer be represented in prefix form on backing store. However, the fact that object nodes are the only nodes that can be shared allows them to be handled specially.

5. Grammatical Notation

The part of an SDE that varies from language to language is the specification of the grammar and the translation rules for
that language. The form of this specification is a simple translation grammar, with extended BNF used for analysis and with node building templates used for synthesis. The details of the notation are based on the Argot translator writing language [4, 5].

The grammar in the Appendix (which is the grammar for an Algol Subset) will be used for the following examples. Notice that the grammar begins with a name for the language (MiniGol in this case), and the name of the goal symbol ('block' in this case) and is followed by a sequence of rule (or non terminal) definitions.

Consider the rule for assignment statements:

<assignment> : % <var> := <exp> \Rightarrow \text{asn (D:<var>, S:<exp>)};

This corresponds to the BNF rule:

<assignment> ::= <var> := <exp>

There are several obvious differences: The BNF expresses analysis (i.e. our '\% <id> := <exp>') but not synthesis (our 'asn(D:<var>, S:<exp>)'). The reader will notice that our notation includes an extra terminal, viz., "\%", that does not appear in the BNF. The "\%" is a carriage-return or newline character. This is formatting information for the display processor and indicates that each assignment statement is to be displayed on a new line. The set of required formatting requests has not been
delimited and probably depends on the type of terminal in use. We can envision commands for newlines, tabbing and vertical alignment so that clearly formatted program displays can be produced. More ambitious two dimensional output is discussed later.

The inclusion of formatting information in the "syntax" of a language may seem unusual, but in our notation, the lefthand (or analysis) side of a rule is not so much a specification of what the programmer will type as what will be seen. Thus, in a traditional batch-oriented compiler the user types

\[ i := i + 1 \]

which agrees pretty well with the syntax:

\[ <\text{var}> := <\text{exp}> \]

In an SDE, however, the user types

\[ a_{i^3} + i\#l\]

and sees on the screen

\[ i := i + 1 \]

Thus the expression

\[ % <\text{var}> := _<\text{exp}> \]

is primarily used to determine how an 'asn' node is displayed.
Where does the 'a' command, which calls for the creation of an assignment statement, get defined? We can see this in the rule for statements:

statement: 'b' <block>
| 'a' <assignment>
| 'i' <if stat>
| 'w' <while>;

This is an example of an alternation. Whenever the user is in a state where a 'statement' is expected the four alternatives shown above will be available. One of these can be selected by typing one of the command characters 'b', 'a', 'i' or 'w'. If 'a' is typed then an unitialized 'asn' node will be created and

<var> := <exp>

will be displayed on a new line. If the user types a command that is not allowed by the current alternation, then an error indication is produced.

The construction of nodes is indicated by the right hand (or synthesis) side of rules. Consider again the rule for assignments:

<assignment>: % <var>_ := _<exp> => asn(D:<var>, S:<exp>);

The synthesis side, 'asn(D:<var>, S:<exp>)', says that this rule generates an 'asn' tagged node with two attributes, called 'D'
and 'S' (for 'destination' and 'source'). The D attribute will be a node constructed according to the '<var>' rule and the S attribute will be a node constructed according to the '<exp>' rule.

The definition of an expression illustrates several ideas:

\[ \text{<exp>}: '+' \text{<exp>}+\text{<term>} = \text{apply(} \text{op:"plus"}, 1: \text{<exp>}, 2: \text{<term>}) \]
\[ | '-' \text{<exp>-<term>} = \text{apply(} \text{op:"minus"}, 1: \text{<exp>}, 2: \text{<term>}) \]
\[ | '' \text{<term>}; \]

Here we see an alternation in which the command (or key) of the last alternative is empty, i.e. ''. This is interpreted in the following way: if a command character (for example '*') is entered when the editor is expecting an <exp>, then it will be compared against '+' and '-'. If it is neither of these (as is the case in our example), the editor will check to determine if it can be processed by a '<term>' (which it will be in our example, see the definition of '<term>'). This "chaining" of rules can occur to any depth.

Another facility is illustrated by the rule for '<exp>': notice that both the '+' and '-' commands generate an 'apply' node. The difference is the operation applied in each case:

\[ x+y \Rightarrow \text{apply} \quad \text{op:"plus"} \]
\[ x-y \Rightarrow \text{apply} \quad \text{op:"minus"} \]
An attribute value that is a constant, that is, that isn't the value generated by another nonterminal, can be defined by "attribute: value".

A number of modifiers can be appended to non-terminal names. The simplest is the question-mark, indicating optionality, which we see in the 'if-stat' rule:

```
<if-stat>: %if_ <relation> _then <statement><else-part?>
   => if(cond:<relation>, conseq: <statement>,
       alt: <else part?>);
```

```
<else-part>: %else_ <statement>;
```

The 'if' node generated by the '<if-stat>' rule has the following form:

![Diagram of 'if' node]

The 'alt' attribute can be in one of three states of definition. First, it can be open, which is the state any attribute is in before it's created or after its deleted. Second, it can be defined, which is the case if some statement has been entered as the <else-part>. Finally, it can be closed, which is the state when the user has elected to have no <else-part> to this statement. If the current node is open, as indicated in the above diagram, it can be closed through a carriage return command to
the editor. For instance, to enter

```
if i=0 then i:=1;
```

we would type "i_i%=#0%a_i%#1%" and see

```
if i=0 then
    i=1 <else-part?>;
```

on the screen. An else part could now be entered directly, but to suppress it we type '§' and see:

```
if i=0 then
    i=1;
```

If we later wish to add an <else-part>, we can press the '§' key, which opens the closed node. The display will show:

```
if i=0 then
    i=1 <else-part?>;
```

as before. Thus the carriage return toggles a node between open and closed status. One new feature can be seen in the definition of <else-part>: there is no synthesis part. A rule of this form is called an identity rule because the value returned by the rule is the same value as that returned by the one non-terminal in its analysis part.
The open/closed dichotomy is also used to control the construction of sequences. These are indicated by the '*' , '+' and '...' modifiers on non-terminals.

The '+' modifier, which means one or more repetitions, appears several places in the example grammar. The simplest is the 'number' rule.

<number>: <digit+> => num(val:<digit+>);

The node that will ultimately be generated by this rule has the form:

```
  num
 /\  
|  \ val
  \  
    seq
     /\  
    1 2
     \  
      \...
       \ dn
      \ dn
```

or, in Lisp notation:

```
(num (val.(seq (1.d1)(2.d2)...(n.dn) ) ))
```

The di are the (one or more) digits allowed by the <digit+> in the rule. When this rule is entered, we see

```
<digit+>
```

displayed on the screen. If we then enter the digits "512" we will see

```
512 <digit+>
```
Notice that the display is prompting us to enter more digits. That is, the sequence is still open. We can close it by typing a carriage return, in which case we see

\[
512
\]

If we wish to reopen this sequence, say to add the digit '0', we can use the carriage return again.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>entered</th>
<th>display</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>5120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The remaining non-terminal modifiers are simple variations of the '+'. The '*' modifier (Kleene star) indicates zero or more repetitions of the non-terminal. This can be seen in the rule for blocks:

\[
\langle \text{block} \rangle::= \%\text{begin}_- \langle \text{decl}^* \text{\rangle} \%\text{statement;...\rangle}_- \%\text{end} \\
= \%\text{block}(\text{head:}\langle \text{decl}^* \text{\rangle}, \text{body:}\langle \text{statement;...\rangle})\%;
\]

Use is exactly like '+' except that a closing an empty sequence is permitted for '*' but not for '+'.

The above rule also contains an example of delimited repetition:
This means: a sequence of one or more <statement>s separated by semicolons. The protocol for entering these sequences is the same as for '+'; the display format is different. Suppose a function invocation is defined:

<func-call>: <id>(<exp,...>) => .... ...

and we wish to enter "f(X, Y-1)". Here is the command sequence.

commands                     display
_f%                           f(<exp>,...)
   ^
_X%                           f(X, <exp>,...)  
   ^
-Y%#1%                        f(X, Y-1, <exp>,..)
   ^
%                             f(X, Y-1)
   ^

Of course, another carriage return would reopen the sequence.

Some additional language-independent facilities are provided for editing sequences. These include the ability to extract or delete a subsequence of an existing sequence, to insert such subsequences within another sequence, and to add new elements within sequences. These work on any sequences, whether they represent sequences of statements, actual parameters or characters in an identifier.
One final modifier must be discussed, the prime. This does not alter the meaning of a non-terminal, it is used just to distinguish multiple occurrences of the same non-terminal. An example is in the rule '<relation>':

\[
<\text{relation}>: \ <\text{exp}><\text{relop}><\text{exp}'> \\
\rightarrow \text{apply} (\text{op:<relop>, } 1:<\text{exp}, 2: <\text{exp}'});
\]

This completes the discussion of the grammatical notation. We should add that the fact that parsing is driven by commands from the user means that there are very few restrictions on the class of grammars usable. For instance, they can be either left or right recursive. There is no need for look ahead. This greatly simplifies the parsing process, since the user is driving the parse through the commands entered.

6. Processing the Grammar

In this section we will discuss the translation of the grammar into the internal form used by the universal SDE. The grammar as a whole is translated into an a-list that associates non-terminal names with the data structures representing their definitions. These latter structures are easily understood through examples. Consider the rule for assignments:

\[
\% <\text{var}> _:=<_\text{exp}> \rightarrow \text{asn}(S:<\text{exp}, D:<\text{var}>);
\]

The data structure representing this, in Lisp notation, is:
At the outermost layer, we can see that a rule $A \Rightarrow S$ is represented by a three element list $(A \ S \ D)$, where $D$ is the "non-terminal dictionary". The analysis side is just a list of the representations of the terminals and non-terminals. Non-terminals with affixes are translated in accord with these exam-
The synthesis side is represented by a fragment of program tree in which non-terminals are represented by lists tagged 'nt'. The third part of a rule is the non-terminal dictionary, which must be generated by the grammar processor. This is an a-list which associates each non-terminal appearing in the rule with the path for reaching the corresponding subtree. The use of the non-terminal dictionary is described in sections 7 and 8.

It remains to discuss the representation of alternations. These are represented as tagged a-lists so that the appropriate rule can be selected, given a command character. For instance, the rule for statements:

```
'b' <block>
| 'a' <assignment>
| 'i' <if stat>
| 'w' <while loop>
```

is represented:
(ALT ("b".(((block)) nil ))
("a".(((assignment)) nil ))
("i".(((if_stat)) nil ))
("w".(((while_loop)) nil )) )

e 'nil' represents an identity-rule; otherwise the translation exactly as described before. (I.e., (block) represents lock>, so ((block)) is an analysis part containing only <block> d (((block)) nil) is an identity rule with this analysis part. sp notation does have its disadvantages!)

There are, of course, more compact ways of storing the grammar, although most grammars are sufficiently small that these techniques aren't required. It is also possible to improve the performance a little by constructing indexes or hash tables to often a-list searching. However, most of the a-lists are sufficiently short that this seems unlikely to show a great benefit.

The Unparsing Algorithms

In Section 2, Example Session, we presented several examples the use of the display during program editing. We also dis- ssed how the focus/depth parameters determine what is splayed. In this section we will describe the unparsing algo- thms, the algorithms that regenerate the source form of the ogram from its abstract, or tree, form.
Recall that each node has a 'syntax' attribute which points to the grammar rule which generated this node. This pointer is established whenever a node is created. An example, in diagrammatic form is:

This provides all the required information. The LHS (e.g., "$ var := <exp> \Rightarrow \text{asn}(D:<var>, S:<exp>)") provides the display format and the NT Dictionary correlates attributes and non-terminal names e.g., (((var).(D)) ((exp).(S))). Hence, unparsing a node is a simple recursive procedure that proceeds as follows:

(1) Use the 'syntax' attribute to get the rule that generated the current node. Separate its analysis and dictionary parts.

(2) Consider each item in the analysis part in order.
(3) If it is a terminal, then display it. This may include formatting commands (e.g., newline or tab).

(4) If it is a non-terminal, then one of two actions is taken, as described below.

(5) If the depth limit has been reached, then "..." is laid for the substructure.

(6) Otherwise, look up the non-terminal in the non-terminal dictionary to get a path for accessing the node. Follow this in the program tree.

(7) If the node found by the above process is a non-terminal (i.e., that attribute is undefined) then display the terminal's name.

(8) If the node found is not null, then it will be processed in accordance with the modifiers on the non-terminal:

(9) If there are no modifiers or an "option" modifier (e., '?' then the node is unparsed recursively (i.e., from (1)).

(10) If there is a sequence modifier (i.e., '*' or '+') unparse each descendent of the sequence node, recursively.

(11) If there is a list modifier (i.e., ':' in list form, in source form) then unparse each descendent of the list node, recursively. The delimiter is displayed between sequence element.
(12) This process is continued until the entire analysis part is processed.

Thus, unparsing is driven by the analysis part of a rule.

8. The Parsing Algorithms

One of the advantages of using a syntax-directed editor is that parsing is so much simpler than in a traditional batch-oriented compiler. We will describe the processing that occurs when a user strikes a key on his terminal. Before this can be done, the reader must know that the current position in the tree is recorded as a node/path pair, called CN and CP. For instance, if the current position is the undefined 'S' attribute of a particular 'asn' node, (indicated by \[\text{\textbullet}\] below),

\[
\begin{array}{|c|}
\hline
\text{CN} \\
\hline
\text{CP} \ ('S') \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

then CN points to this 'asn' node and CP is (S). This two-coordinate method of designating positions in the tree is used because it is only allowable to position the cursor on nodes that
correspond to non-terminals (i.e., well-defined subparts of the program).

Any key the user strikes is either a language independent executive command or a language specific editing command. The executive commands will be described first. The user is only allowed to position the cursor to nodes which correspond to source language constructs (i.e., to non-terminals in the grammar). When using the positioning keys (→ ← ^ v) any other nodes are skipped.

This can be done by using the non-terminal dictionary. This is an a-list which maps non-terminals into the corresponding paths. It is stored in the order in which the non-terminals occur in the LHS. Suppose we have the following non-terminal dictionary for an if statement:

```
( (relation).(cond) )
( (statement).(conseq) )
( (elsepart?).(alt) )
```

If CP = (conseq), then it is easy to process either ⇒ or ⇐. For ⇒ we set CP to (alt) and for ⇐ we set CP to (cond). If there is no attribute to the right or left, respectively, these commands are equivalent to ^⇒ or ^⇐ respectively. That is, they search for the next component at the next higher level. The ↓ key is processed in a simple way: follow the CP path from
CN to give the new CN. The path from the first entry of the non-terminal dictionary associated with this new node becomes the new CP. To obey the \( \wedge \) key, the 'self' attribute of CN must be accessed. This gives the new (CN, CP) pair. e.g.

\[
1\wedge \quad \text{CN = the 'asn'} \\
2\wedge \quad \text{CN = the 'if'} \\
\text{CP = (S 1)} \\
\text{CP = (alt)}
\]

Typing \( \wedge \) moves from 1\( \wedge \) to 2\( \wedge \). The new (CN,CP) is (the if, alt), the 'self' attribute of the old CN.

The other executive commands (delete, grab, put, copy, open/close, etc.) are straightforward manipulations of the tree.
We will now consider those keys that do not correspond to executive commands. These are keys that are defined in the grammar for the language. Since these keys cause the creation of nodes in the program tree, they are only legal if the current position is undefined or an open sequence. If it is undefined, then the key is processed as follows:

(1) Access the 'syntax' attribute of CN. This gives the rule that generated the parent node of the current position.

(2) Search the non-terminal dictionary of this rule for CP, that will give the non-terminal associated with the current position.

(3) The key entered must be compatible with this non-terminal. There are six possible classes into which this non-terminal may fit:

1. Primitive, e.g., <char>, <digit>, <letter>.
2. Simple, e.g., <block>, <exp>.
3. Optional, e.g., <else part?>
4. Star, e.g., <decl*>
5. Plus, e.g., <digit+>
6. Listing, e.g., <statement;...>

These are described individually, below.
(4) **Primitive**: if the character is in the indicated class (e.g., `<digit>` or `<letter>`) then it is placed at the current position in the tree.

(5) **Simple**: The rule corresponding to the non-terminal's name is looked up in the grammar table. This either an analysis-synthesis rule or an alternation a-list. (a) Suppose we have a simple analysis-synthesis rule. If it is an identity rule (null synthesis part) then we extract the non-terminal name from the analysis part and repeat step (5). Otherwise we create the node specified by the synthesis part, set the current node (CN/CP) to be this node, and continue from step (1). (b) If, on the other hand, we have an alternation a-list then we look up the command character in this a-list. If it is defined then this will give us an analysis synthesis rule to be processed as in (a) above. If it is not defined, then we check for a default alternative, and if its found process according to (a). In all other cases the command is illegal.

(6) **Optional**: The character is processed according to the underlying non-terminal (<else part> in the example above). See step (5).

(7) **Star**: If the current position is undefined, then create an empty 'seq' (sequence) node. If it was undefined or not, ensure that the element of the sequence is undefined by adding a new list element if necessary. Process the key according to the
underlying non-terminal ('<decl>' in the example above).

(8) **Plus and Listing:** these are processed exactly like the star, except that they are unparsed differently.

9. **Implementation Details**

A prototype implementation of the algorithms described in this paper has been implemented in the MACLISP [7, 14] dialect of LISP on MIT's Multics machine. The use of LISP allowed the author to implement and debug the system in about 15 hours over a week period. The use of LISP in an interactive environment is to be credited with the speed with which these algorithms were debugged.

A similar system has been designed by Shockley and Haddow, which is described in [9]. This system is more general but requires the grammar to be described at a lower level. This thesis also provides a theoretical basis for grammar-driven editing and discusses the wider implications of SDEs.

10. **Implications**

We review some of the results of the previous sections and discuss their implications. We have seen that a syntax-directed editor is much more effective for program entry than a conventional text editor. The user is continually prompted with the allowable syntactic category and is not allowed to enter a
syntactically incorrect program. Further, the user is provided with convenient editing mechanisms because the editor "understands" the structure of the programming language. There are no complicated parsing algorithms and no concerns about look ahead, because the parsing process is entirely driven by keyboard commands from the user. There is no need for complicated error-recovery algorithms because the user is never permitted to make a syntactic error. Thus, we have a small, efficient, very easy to use parser.

Syntax-directed editors of the kind discussed in this paper are very easy to generate automatically. The grammatical specification is about the minimal possible: a BNF specification of the syntax, translation rules describing the trees to be generated for each construct, and an association of command keys with grammar rules. A small amount of additional processing generates the internal tables required by the simple parsing and unparsing algorithms. It is also simple to process this information to generate menus and other editing aids. In summary, it is very easy to generate syntax-directed editors. Hence, we seem to have the best of both worlds: a system which is easy to use, efficient in operation and simple to generate automatically.

Finally, we note some of the generalizations and future directions suggested by this work. As was indicated briefly, earlier, the use of a language independent program tree format provides for a limited ability to translate between languages.
For instance, a tree could be constructed using a Pascal syntax and then unparsed using an Ada syntax. For this purpose the grammar is processed to yield an inverted description, that takes node types into the syntax rules that generate them. This is used to build new 'syntax' attributes in the program tree.

A more general view of a syntax-directed editor is that it is a convenient human interface for constructing data structures. In our previous discussion the interface was a programming language and the data structure was a program tree, but it should be clear that the mechanisms are more generally applicable. For instance, the data structure to be manipulated might be a user's file directory. Ideas similar to this are discussed in [1].

Although a major application of syntax-directed editors will be the manipulation of conventional linearly structured languages, such as Pascal and Ada, we can see that they are not limited to languages of this sort. With somewhat more elaborate formatting constructs in the grammar, these same algorithms can be used for parsing and unparsing tables, mathematical equations and other two dimensional notations. The old card or line oriented notion of a language's syntax is no longer necessary.
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APPENDIX: Minigol Translator

Minigol: <block>;

<block>: %begin_<decl*> <statement;...>_end
   => block (head: <decl>*; body: <statement;...>);

<decl>: <type>_<id> => decl(n: <id>; t: <type>);

.setType: 'n' integer => int()
   | 'r' real => real();

<statement>: 'b' <block>
   | 'a' <assignment>
   | 'i' <if stat>
   | 'w' <while loop>;

<assignment>: %<var> _:=_<exp> => asn(D: <var>, S: <exp>);

<if stat>: %if_ _<relation> _then <statement> <else part?>
   => if(Cond: <relation>, Conseq: <statement>, Alt: <else part?>);

<else part>: %else_ <statement>;

<while loop>: %while_ _<relation> _do <statement>
   => while(Cond: <relation>, body: <statement>);

<relation>: <exp>_<relop>_<exp'>
   => apply(op: <relop>, 1: <exp>, 2: <exp'>);

<relop>: '=' => "eq"
   | 'n' => "ne"
\[ 
\begin{align*}
\text{<expression>:} & \quad '+' & \text{<expression>} + & \text{<term>} \\
& \quad \Rightarrow & \text{apply}(\text{op: } \text{"plus"}, 1: \text{<expression>}, 2: \text{<term>}) \\
\text{<term>:} & \quad '*' & \text{<term>}* & \text{<factor>} \\
& \quad \Rightarrow & \text{apply}(\text{op: } \text{"times"}, 1: \text{<term>}, 2: \text{<factor>}) \\
\text{<factor>:} & \quad '(' & \text{<expression>} \\
\text{primary>:} & \quad '#' & \text{<number>} \\
\text{var>:} & \quad '_-' & \text{id} \\
\text{id>:} & \quad '\[' & \text{id} [\text{<expression>}] & \Rightarrow \text{subs}(a: \text{id}, i: \text{<expression>}); \\
\text{number>:} & \quad '<digit>' & \Rightarrow \text{id}(n: '<digit>'); \\
\end{align*} 
\]
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